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Zonta USA  - in Partnership with UNICEF-USA  

Stop Child Marriages  Billboard 101  
Billboard and Public Service Announcement Campaign.  

Glossary 

 
Billboard sizes and printing information: 

• Bulletin:  Largest standard-sized billboard Typically 14 feet high and 48 feet wide, 
Often printed on Vinyl, but can use EcoFlexx in most areas to save cost.  

• Trivision:  Billboard made of triangles that rotate, changing the image between 3 different  
  displays.  Requires printing on vinyl and cutting into louvers.  
• Wallscape:  (Not Applicable) Huge landmark locations in major metropolitan cities Elaborate 

ads that are either painted or attached directly to exterior building surfaces. (not available as PSA) 
• Poster:  Smaller advertising structures located on primary and secondary traffic arteries 

Printed on a lightweight, recyclable substrate called PosterFlex (replacing paper and 
PVC in most markets. Ask about paper printing to save print costs)  

• Jr. Poster:  Located mainly in urban neighborhoods and on smaller roads. Typically positioned just 
    above eye level as free-standing units or mounted on the sides of buildings 

• Transit:  (Not applicable) Billboards and poster for bus stops and light rail stations. (Vertical) 
 

OOH Out of Home Advertising (includes billboards, transit, digital signs and more) 
 

Billboard A broad category of outdoor signs including Bullitens, Posters, Jr. Posters and 
Wallscapes. 

PSA = Public 
Service 
Announcement   

A message in the public interest disseminated without charge, with the 
objective of raising awareness of, and changing public attitudes and behavior 
towards, a social issue. 

Static Billboard 
or Printed 
Billboard 

Traditional Billboard usually seen on major highways and streets, they provide 
high impact and reach large numbers of consumers who pass by the billboards 
every day. Also called vinyl or paper billboards, static billboards must be 
printed and then installed, which often comes with a service fee. 

Digital Billboard also known as an LED Billboard or Digital Sign.  A computer controlled 
electronic display or sign,  the image changes or rotates different message. 
They come in many sizes described by the height to width aspect ratio (eg 1:4 
aspect ration)  or pixel counts (1400 x 600 at 72ppi) 

Exposure Time   Digital billboard space is sold in slots, giving your advertisement a 6-8 second 
exposure time every 64 seconds 

Vinyl v. Flex = Material that the billboard image is printed on.  Long term display Billboards 
are printed on Vinyl for durability of 1-2 years in weather.   

Flex (ecoFlex or PosterFlex) are lower cost, lower durability solutions.  Paper is rarely 
accepted, but is the least expensive. Ask what is required from the billboard 
company, and ask for pricing from your local printer. (ask for a non-profit 
discount or in-kind donation) 
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Costs: 
Since PSA space is given for free, your club/district costs will be for printing/production 

 
Note: For Seattle Area I was estimated $3800 just for printing for the 3 sizes needed (2ea) Bulletins 14x48 

vinyls, (10ea) Poster posterflex (Lamar finishing), and (2ea) eco-posters (eg: CCO finishing)  
 
Questions: 
You won’t understand everything they say.  That's ok.  

• Are they reusable? Are Ecoflexx reusable, are Eco-Posters reusable?  NO 
Just write down verbatim what the Billboard person says, and call the printer with 

quoting those specifications.  
• Can we get a non-profit discount on printing?  (Yes, local  printer offers -10%. ) 

 
• Can we share printed billboard inventory across club and districts?  
NO, not likely.  Printing costs vary Cost for shipping and HQ management is too 

burdensome. 
 
 
Each Club should budget to print/produce their own billboard inventory based on the sizes 

available in their area. Cost becomes a local action. 
 

 
 

PSA website:   www.StopChildMarriages.org 
Toolkit website: 

www.zontausa.org/StopChildMarriageToolkit 
 


